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…
by Scott Sims, President
A message from your
Board…
by Scott Sims, President
It’s October, and according to the calendar, autumn has arrived. Before the
month is over, we will be seeing the return of many snowbirds. I remember
living in upstate New York, and waiting
for the peak of the fall colors before
making the journey back to LakeRidge
Falls. Our community is quite beautiful
given the fact we have had abundant
rainfall and care given by our landscape
contractor.
A few months ago, the Board of Directors postponed the sidewalk cleaning in
an effort to get past the rainy season and
make the clean look last longer. As you
may recall, the pressure washing of sidewalks and driveways takes place over
two years. This year, the communities
NORTH of LakeRidge Blvd (Stirling and
Victoria) will have their sidewalks
cleaned. Work is scheduled to begin this
month.
The budget committee has been very
hard at work over the past few months
preparing the 2022 budget for review by
all residents and approval by the Board.

They have scheduled a workshop in the
clubhouse on October 15 at 10 am to present it, and obtain comments. We plan on
making this workshop available on Go-ToMeeting for those who wish to participate
remotely. Our treasurer Calvin and I want
to thank all the members of this year’s
budget committee for a job well done.
Speaking of 2022, the Board will be forming the annual nominating committee this
month to provide us with the names of
interested and qualified residents to serve
on next year’s Board of Directors. We will
have three positions open, so if you have
an interest in serving your community, and
feel qualified for a position, let me know
and your name will be turned over to the
committee for consideration.
As we are learning to deal with the delta
variant of Covid -19 by wearing masks inside per CDC guidance, we encourage all
committees to meet in person in the clubhouse. Per the Boards directive, these in
person meetings will be available for participation on Go-To-Meeting for those
members not in residence or prefer not to
meet in
person
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Property Manager Report
by Oded Neeman

A New Board Member – As many know,
the Board of Directors of LakeRidge Falls is
composed, usually, of five members. During the
Annual Meeting that took place in February of
this year, the membership elected Kate Corning, Scott Sims, and Suzi Weinstein as the new
directors to join the incumbent directors, Dr.
Judy Buffa and Calvin Fitzgerald, as the 2021
Board. Unfortunately, Ms. Corning decided to
resign from her position in early April which
created a vacancy. Facing many ongoing challenges, the Board of Directors attempted to
locate a replacement thereafter.
We are happy to announce that after several
weeks of consideration, Mrs. Nancy Blair, a
long-time member of the Association who had
served on several committees throughout the
years, agreed to accept the Board’s invitation
to join them. Therefore, and during its August
meeting, the Board of Directors exercised its
right under the Association governing documents, Article 3.6, Removal of Directors and
Vacancies, i.e,[i]n the event of the death, disability, or resignation of a director, the Board
may declare a vacancy and appoint a successor
to fill the vacancy until the next annual meeting,” to appoint Mrs. Blair as the new member
of the Board of Directors.
We are sure all will join us in congratulating
Mrs. Blair and wish her a successful and productive term.

Office
Property Manager: Oded Neeman
Phone: 941-360-1046 Line #101
email: PropertyManager@lakeridgefalls.org
After hours Emergency Only - 941-951-4034

Sarasota, FL 34243

Lakeridgefalls.org

Association Assistant/ LRF Falls Forum: Andrea Householder
Phone: 941-360-1046 Line #103 Hours: M-W-F 9:30am - 3:30pm
email: Andrea@lakeridgefalls.org
Guardhouse: 941-355-1328 / Security@lakeridgefalls.org
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MIS, the Deputy, and Piggybacking – Back in July, we
reported about an incident in which a member of the
community discovered an unknown man in their home.
The member shouted at the man who immediately fled the
scene. The man then got into his SUV vehicle and drove at
a high rate of speed through the front exit gate of the
community. Thankfully, no bodily harm nor stolen personal property was reported. We also reported that the intruder “piggybacked” into the community from the back
gate about an hour or so before the incident and that security footage was shared with the Sheriff’s Office. Since
the report, we were able to share some additional information, which we felt may be helpful, with the Sherriff’s
Office. It is our understanding the intruder is yet to be
caught.

house.

Following the above, the Board of Directors and the Security Committee started to explore ways to further improve security around the community. Within a month
period, the Security Committee met three times to discuss this matter. During these meetings, the Committee
met with Moss Integration Solutions (MIS), the Association
gate maintenance company, and with a Manatee County
Sheriff’s Office’s representative. Knowing that the intruder
“piggybacked” into the community from the back gate, the
Committee met a couple of weeks ago with MIS to investigate options to further tighten the access of nonauthorized vehicles from entering the residents-only back
gate. To better learn about the incident, its outcomes, and
ways to improve residents’ security and safety, another
meeting took place this week with Deputy Russell Younger from the Manatee County Sheriff’s Office's Crime Prerevention Department.

•

The meeting with MIS was very productive. In it, different
ways were examined which should assist in preventing
piggyback vehicles from entering the community from the
back gate. The Committee asked MIS to provide proposals
for several of the ideas raised in the meeting. It was agreed
that once these proposals are submitted, the Committee
will meet again to formulate a recommendation on the
matter.
The meeting with Deputy Younger didn’t provide too
much insight on trespassing incidents or the issue on hand.
Nevertheless, Deputy Younger made three clear and distinguished points which he asked to be shared with the
community:

•

The Sheriff's Office is Short-Staffed - Deputy Younger
asked residents to petition Manatee County asking to increase funds so more Deputies could be hired.
• The Sheriff's Office is Limited with Enforcement
Measures - Deputy Younger explained that if trespassers
are not caught on-site, i.e., within LakeRidge Falls property, their ability to enforce the law is limited.
• The Sheriff's Office is Urging You to Call 911 in Case of
an Emergency - Deputy Younger urged all residents to call
911 in case of an emergency instead of calling the gate-

With the above in mind, rest assured that both the Board of
Directors and the Security Committee are doing everything in
their ability to investigate and address the issue of preventing
non-residents from gaining access through the back residents
-only gate.
Keeping this in mind, please make sure to follow these simple
steps to better protect yourself from theft attempts:
• Never share your plans with people you don’t trust and
especially with your vendors.
• Never leave your keys or valuables in your car.
• Never leave your home and car unlocked or alarm
off even if you go for 30 minutes to Publix for example.
• Never leave your garage door open if you are not there.

Never leave your doors or windows unlocked including your lanai sliding doors.
Also, please make sure to:
• Report suspicious activity to Manatee County Sheriff’s Office. Remember, call the Sheriff's Office first! It
may save valuable time which may assist in intercepting
suspicious individuals. Understandably, members and
residents may be afraid to make a call to the Sheriff to
report suspicious activity. However, it is always better
to be safe than to be sorry.
• Consult with private security companies on how to
better protect your house.
• Install timers while you are on vacation, out to dinner, or even while you are at work maintaining an appearance of occupancy.
• Consider a second locking mechanism for your windows and doors such as an extra lock, pan head top
screws, and/or bracing devices.
• Install a security sign in your front yard even if you
don’t have an alarm.
• Consider installing smart security cameras such as
doorbell cameras, floodlight cameras, etc., which are
widely available, relatively inexpensive, easy to operate,
and simple to install.
Taking the suggested steps above can assist in keeping
LakeRidge Falls a safe place to live.
Post Orders – On a related matter, the Board of Directors reviewed and approved the revised LakeRidge
Falls’ Post Orders. For those who may not know, the
Post Orders, in simple terms using a generalized analogy, are the operational manual for the Association gatehouse staff.

Continued on Page 4
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They define the duties, expectations, actions to be
taken by the security officers as well as explain the
residential access procedures and visitor policies. Of
course, the Post Orders are much more comprehensive than what was just described, but we are sure all
should comprehend what they are all about.
Back to our story, the Security Committee decided a
few months ago to update the Post Orders because
the last time they were updated was around 2013. As
one can assume, reality has changed significantly since
then. Here are just three short examples. Eight years
ago, the Association did not face the issue of vendors
using an emergency clicker. Therefore, there was a
need to refine the policies of allowing emergency
vehicles to enter the community without delay. Another example is the security cameras. Procedures
had to be rewritten to explain what to do in the case
of suspicious activity being noted by an officer. Finally, new technology has evolved in the past few years.
Years back, the Association didn’t use the Radio Frequency Identification System (RFID), and online services such as Zillow.Com were not widely used. As a
result, the Security Access Control Procedures had
to be updated to address emerging new technologies.

So, to make a long story short, the Security Committee worked hard to identify and address areas of opportunities. Once an agreeable version was reached,
a copy was sent to Allied Universal Services for further review and approval. Once Allied Universal Services approved the proposed draft, the Security
Committee met once again. After further consideration and deliberation, the Security Committee recommended that the Board of Directors adopt the
proposed Post Orders. And indeed, the Board reviewed and approved the new 2021 Post Orders as
presented. It will be a great opportunity to thank the
members of the Security Committee who work relentlessly on this matter which should assist greatly in
improving the security and safety of LakeRidge Falls
residents.
Security
Office Cameras – Staying on the same topic,
LakeRidge Falls is governed by the Declaration of
Covenant, Conditions, and Restrictions, which is referred to by some as the governing documents. Article V of LakeRidge Falls’ governing documents is
called Architectural and Landscaping. This article establishes the Architectural Review Board (ARB) and
thereafter sets forth its powers. Section 5.1 of the

Article which is titled, General, states that “… no
structure or
thing shall be placed, erected, or inwww.lakeridgefalls.org
stalled upon any Lot, and improvements or other
work (including, without limitation, staking, clearing,
excavation, grading and other site work, exterior alterations or additions, or planting or removal of landscaping) shall take place within the Community, except in compliance with this Article and the Architectural Guidelines.” In simple terms and without quoting the entire article, homeowners are directed to
seek ARB approval before any work is done outside
the dwelling except where specifically allowed by the
ARB Guidelines.
Now, let’s move on to the fun part. A few residents
approached us recently regarding installing security
cameras based on the recommendation presented in
the previous segment above. Some asked if approval
is required and inquired about the guidelines for installing such devices. Others were simply concerned
about their privacy seeing so many cameras going up
around the community. And indeed, one can see a
growing number of security cameras throughout the
community. You see, as their prices continue to drop
while their availability continues to grow, security
cameras are becoming more popular among homeowners. Add to the equation that they are now much
easier to install and operate, i.e. on one’s
smartphone, and you will understand why the home
security camera market is consistently growing.
Therefore, the ARB recommended, and the Board of
Directors thereafter approved, to amend the ARB
Guidelines a couple of years ago to include a new
article on the matter, Article 29, Security Cameras.
This article states that “[e]xterior mounted security
cameras are required to be accompanied by a sign
conspicuously posted that clearly states that a video
surveillance system has been installed for the purpose
of security on the premises. The location, number,
and color of such cameras shall be as inconspicuous
as possible in the judgment of the ARB. Video doorbells can be installed without prior approval by the
ARB as long as a security window sticker or sign is
clearly displayed indicating the house is protected by
an audio/video surveillance device.”
Short and to the point. So, on this front, homeowners are allowed to install security cameras as long as
approval is being obtained from the ARB beforehand.
Doorbell cameras, on the other hand, can be installed
without obtaining approval. Regardless if it is a security camera or a doorbell camera, homeowners are
required to post a sign informing that a video surveillance system is installed on the property. This diContinued on Page 5
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rective was adopted, among other reasons, in order to respect the privacy of neighboring residents.
As always, we strongly encourage all homeowners
to read the latest version of the guidelines. A copy
of the recent ARB Guidelines can be found on the
LakeRidge Falls’ website under the tab “Forms.” As
always, hard copies are available in our office per
request.
Parking on the Streets – Last month, a resident
informed us that a car of a visitor of hers was sideswiped while parking on one of the Association’s
streets. Thankfully, the visitor was inside the resident’s house at the time of the incident. Unfortunately, however, no one took ownership of the
damage. If you witnessed the incident or maybe
have some piece of information related to this
event, please share it with us. It will greatly assist
in preventing incidents like this from reoccurring in
the future.
With this in mind, please ensure your invitees park
their vehicles in your driveways or the Clubhouse’s parking lot. We spoke in great length in
the past about the rationale behind the rules that
govern this Association. At times, these rationales
sound more like a theoretical argument than a real
possibility. However, this incident is a real-life example and an unfortunate reminder of why the
parking restriction was drafted to begin with.
Just in case you are unaware of it, LakeRidge Falls’
governing documents, Initial Restrictions, and
Rules, Paragraph 2, Restricted Activities, (a), prohibited within the Community the “[p]arking of any
vehicles on private streets or thoroughfares; and
parking of commercial vehicles or equipment, mobile homes, campers, and similar recreational vehicles, golf carts, boats, and other watercraft, trailers, stored vehicles, or inoperable vehicles in places other than enclosed garages; however, construction, service, and delivery vehicles shall be
exempt from this provision for such period of time
as is reasonably necessary to provide service or to
make a delivery to a Lot or the Common Area.”
Please understand that parking on the road can be
hazardous especially when parking on both sides of
the road and/or parking at night. Therefore, we
kindly ask you direct your invitees to park their
vehicle/s in your driveway or at the Clubhouse
parking lot. Following this simple direction will
greatly assist us in eliminating potential hazardous
and safety incidents as the one mentioned

above. And as said before, thank you in advance for
your cooperation and understanding on the matter.
Pool Hours and Gates – As some may have noticed,
dawn and dusk times change as we get closer to fall.
The significance of these times is of importance because
the Association’s official pool and spa hours of operation are “dawn til dusk.”
A good question was raised by a resident recently regarding the notion of “dawn til dusk.” The question was:
why residents are not allowed to use the pool and spa
before or after these times if there is sufficient light in
the area? The answer to this question is simple, permit.
LakeRidge Falls is operating under the Florida Department of Health regulations which at the current moment states that the Association hours of operation are
“dawn til dusk.” If the Association would consider
changing these hours of operation, it would need to
apply to the Department of Health for a new permit.
As one can assume, this will not be an easy and/or inexpensive endeavor because at the bare minimum the Association would need to have an engineer certifying
there is sufficient lighting around the pool to ensure a
safe operation of the pool and spa during darkness. We
say at bare minimum because as many know the Association does not have the infrastructure to create sufficient lighting at the current moment.

Speaking of safety, we ask that all pool users ensure the
gates are closed behind them when they enter and/or
leave the pool fenced area. While all pool gates are
equipped with a Kant-Slam Gate Closer, a self-closing
gate mechanism, we notice, now and then, that some
gates are not completely closed. Generally speaking, this
condition exists for two reasons. The first reason may
relate to the fact that the Kant-Slam Gate Closer’s
spring needs some adjustment. The second reason has
to do with pool users who hold the gate as they enter
or leave in a way that unintentionally does not allow the
gate to fully close/lock. Regardless of the reason, we ask
for your help on the matter. If a gate does not close by
itself, please report this matter to us so we can adjust
the gate closer. If you hold the gate as you enter or
leave the pool fenced area, please make sure to push
the gate until it locks on the latch. We wish to thank
you in advance for your attention and assistance to this
important safety matter.
Dryer Vent Cleaning – An interesting story was
shared with us recently by one of LakeRidge Falls’ longtime members. Recently, the resident noticed a roof
leak in the house. Of course, the resident wasted no
time and placed a service call with a local roofer to look
Continued on Page 6
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into the matter. In an attempt to locate the leak, the
resident advised us, the roofer had to go into the attic. What this vendor discovered next, the resident
continued, was mind-boggling. Apparently, the dryer
vent was not contacted or at least not connected
properly to the rooftop exhaust vent. As a result, the
hot air and lint from the dryer were emptying into the
attic. One does not need to be an expert to know
that filling the attic with lint is a fire hazard and that
moisture from the hot air can damage the wood framing and ruin the attic insulation.
You see, the member who brought this story to attention located this problem by luck, but what if it
would not have been discovered? It is therefore crucial that all members and residents of this community
inspect their attics regularly. We encourage all to
make sure that their dryer vent is connected properly
to the roof exhaust vent which discharges the hot air
away from the house. Therefore, we strongly recommend that members and residents act on this matter
and hire a professional and insured company to inspect this matter.
This will be also a good idea to strongly suggest to all
members and residents to clean and clear dryer vents
themselves. Although most think that cleaning the lint
filter regularly is enough, the fact of the matter is that
a lot of the lint finds its way through the filter building
up in the vent line. This prevents an inefficient airflow
to the dryer vent which in return causes the dryer to
work harder which produces more heat. Because lint
is highly flammable, this can lead to a fire. As before,
we also strongly recommend that members and residents act on this matter and hire a professional and
insured company to clean their dryer vents. Please
don’t overlook these two important matters.
Waterfall – As you may have noticed, the waterfall
we Caption
explain why, here is some history. Back in April of
last
year, it was reported that the waterfall was overdescribing
flowing
a large sum of water to wash towards
picturecausing
or
the graphic.
lake located south of the waterfall. As a result, a
portion of the soil underneath the south part of the
waterfall basin eroded as well as some areas leading
to the lake. Due to the extent of the erosion below
the waterfall basin, the Board of Directors at the time
sought the advice of a structural engineering company.
A couple of months later, the engineering firm submitted its findings and recommendations. Of course, actions were taken thereafter by the Association to address and repair the issue based on the report’s findings and recommendations.

Now, one of the findings in the report was that the
waterfall is “slightly out of level.” In simple terms, the
right side of the waterfall, if you face it, is ¾ inches
lower than the left side of the waterfall. The problem
was that the overflow pipe is on the left side of the
waterfall. In other words, the pipe that is designed to
stop the water from overflowing the basin is located on
the higher side… Whatever was the reason for the
waterfall being “slightly out of level,” the Roads &
Grounds Committee was determined to solve the
problem. After much research and based on the professional advice of experts, the committee recommended installing a new overflow pipe on the lower side of
the basin. After all, it would only make sense that water drain to the lowest point.
Following this recommendation, the Board of Directors gave the ok to perform the work. The company
that was chosen was Professional Plumbing & Design.
Following this, a couple of Professional Plumbing &
Design’s plumbers were on site. They emptied the waterfall basin, drilled a 3-inch hole in the basin wall, installed an overflow piping, sealed the area around the
pipe, and connected it to an existing 4-inch pipe that
runs to the lake behind the waterfall. In order to let
the seal settle and dry, we had to keep the waterfall
empty and off for another day.

Continued on Page 7
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Once dried, the waterfall was filled back up and turn on.
It is now in full working mode. As always, thank you for
your patience and understanding on the matter.
Manatee 311 – It is no secret that Manatee County is
struggling at the moment with the collection of garbage,
yard, and recycling waste. Not once, Waste Management,
the County’s subcontractor, came late by a day or two
behind their normal community pick-up schedule which
is:
Mondays - garbage collection
Wednesdays - yard waste collection
Thursdays – garbage and recycling collections

Therefore, the County now asks that you “Please leave
your items out until 7 pm on the designated collection
day above, if not collected by then, bring it in and put it
back out before 6 am the next morning.” However, here
is a small, actually really big, tip – Manatee 311.
Manatee County has a service called MANATEE 311.
Based on the County’s website, Manatee 311 “provides a
central contact point for citizens to report an issue, request a service, seek information/referrals, and direct
complaints, compliments, and suggestions regarding government service.” The reason we bring this up is that this
service works wonders when it comes to missed garbage
collection days. As we came to learn, Manatee County
sends a garbage truck within a few hours following a report to MANATEE 311. Therefore, residents are strongly encouraged to use this great tool for any issue related
to county-provided service.
There are three ways to report a missed community pick
-up schedule day.
1) Dialing 3-1-1 from any phone within Manatee
County
2) Emailing 311@mymanatee.org
3) Visiting https://manateecountyfl.qscend.com/311/

We hope you find this information useful.

LRF Social Committee
Holiday Party
Sunday, December 5th
The Manatee Performing Arts Center Presents:
Cinderella (the Broadway Version with music
and lyrics by Rogers & Hammerstein). Expect
the unexpected in this clever retelling of the
beloved fairytale.

Join us for a scrumptious Lunch Buffet catered by
Pier22/The Grove December 5th, 11:30 am in the ballroom of the Manatee Performing Arts Center, Bradenton. Luncheon will be followed by 2:00 pm. Matinee
Performance of Cinderella. After lunch just take the
elevator down one level to the theatre. This all-inclusive
event is only $70.00 per person.
Andrea will begin selling tickets on September 23rd.
Your $70 check payable to LRF Social Committee must
accompany your reservation. Deadline for ticket sales
is Friday, November 12th.
We have secured excellent theatre seats at a discounted
price and combined it with a luscious lunch buffet. Because there are a limited number of tickets available,
reservations are on a first-come, first-serve basis. The
luncheon menu is posted on the clubhouse bulletin
board. (Note: In 2019 we paid $95 per person at Tara
Country Club and the Asolo Theater, and prices are increased for 2021.
Please contact Sandie Nuwaysir at nuwasir@verizon.net
or Jane Kintz at jmkintz@yahoo.com if you have any
questions. We look forward to welcoming you at this
fun-filled event on Sunday, December 5th.
Continued on Page 8
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Mark your calendar for these upcoming Social Committee Events:
Date change of Cigar City Smokers
11/4 - The return of Cigar City Smokers BBQ Truck - This event will once again be on the circle in front
of the clubhouse. Please BYO everything, except food, you plan to purchase—chairs, table (if desired)
beverage. Sign up on the clubhouse Bulletin Board by October 29th so we have a number to give the vendor.

11/28 - Outing to Snook Haven - Lunch on your own at the restaurant located at 5000 E. Venice Avenue,
Venice. Restaurant opens at 11:30. There is entertainment. At 1:30 we have a guided 1 hour boat tour of
the Myakka River. The cost for the tour is $20. Please sign up with Andrea starting on October 13th. The
deadline to sign up is November 10th. Please make checks to LRF Social Committee. There is a limit of
30 people for this event.
12/5 - Holiday Party - at the Manatee Players Luncheon catered by Pier 22/The Grove at 11:30 and
Cinderella the Musical at 2:00 pm. This event is all in one location with easy parking. Cost for both lunch
and show is $70 per person. We have a limited number of tickets. Tickets are now on sale with Andrea.
Please make checks out to LRF Social Committee and they must accompany your reservation.
Deadline for sign up is November 12th.
See the block ad in this Forum for all the details
Hope to see you at these events.

Return of “Wine & Fiction” Book Group
Following a long absence, members of the “Wine & Fiction” book group are happy to report that we will
meet on Tuesday, October 26 @ 7 p.m. in the Lake Ridge Falls Clubhouse Grand Salon.
The first book we will discuss is ‘The President’s Daughter’ by James Patterson and Bill Clinton .
In keeping with our tradition, this book was on the N.Y. Times Bestseller list for several months; we’ll
choose books for ‘upcoming’ months when we meet in October.
With the exception of snowbird members, most of our group expressed their interest in returning. This
group is open to all LRF residents and reading the chosen book prior to our meet date is not required.
In keeping with both CDC, and LRF Guidelines, we will all wear masks; we can distance safely within the
Grand Salon.
This is a BYOB, or whatever you wish to drink event. Previously we all brought along an appetizer or dessert to share. However we’d ask that you please bring a packaged snack/dessert, at least for now, as we
continue in a Pandemic mode. We look forward to participation by newer and existing residents
Please contact Alice: dornaad@aol.com with any questions? Thank you!
PAGE
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Please consider signing up as a ‘Moderator’ for the annual
Veterans Day Event to be held in November.
All former LRF veterans/spouses are invited to speak as to their
experiences. Additional information to be forthcoming in upcoming
Falls’ Forums and Weekly Reminders.
Please sign up on the sheet posted on the bulletin board in the clubhouse.

The Holiday Decorating Season is fast approaching.
We are looking for 1-2 volunteers to oversee the decorating of
Lakeridge Falls. Someone that is familiar with the decorations
would be greatly appreciated.
Please contact Andrea if interested.

Notes from your Board of Directors Vice President
One of my responsibilities as vice president is to serve as the board liaison to the pool committee.
At their meeting on September 22nd there was a discussion about the heating and cooling system,
and the limited life span of these geothermal units. Therefore, the committee decided to ask our
wonderful property manager Oded to get quotes on replacing these units. After quotes have been
received the committee will review them and then make a recommendation to the BOD for our action.
The pool temperature is set at 87 degrees and has been set at that level for many years. In the
morning it may be cooler, especially if it has rained overnight. But once one gets going swimming or
exercising, it feels great and refreshing. On our 90 plus degree days, the water will be warm for
those who use the pool in the afternoon. But that is solar energy at work. So, we cannot please all of
the people all of the time, but we will please some of the people some of the time. Therefore, we
ask for your patience and understanding.
Suzanne Weinstein
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THE HISTORY BOOK CLUB
A history book club has been formed for anyone with an interest in discussing American and Global History.
Monthly 1 hour meetings from 2 to 3 East Coast time. Our “Zoom meetings” will be normally be held on the
third Tuesday of each month. Everyone is encouraged to recommend history books and facilitate our discussions on those books. Participants will receive a Zoom link about two days prior to the meeting. Anyone interested in joining should contact Stu Sutin at: sutindoc@gmail.com
Scheduled discussions currently include:
•

October 19. Gerald Horne, The Counter Revolution of 1776. Elma Azurdia, facilitator

•

November 16. Brian Rosenwald, Talk Radio America. Stu Sutin, facilitator

•

December 21. Barbara Tuchman, The March of Folly. Jamie Stewart, facilitator

•

January 18, 2022. Joseph Ellis, Founding Brothers: The Revolutionary Generation.
Stu Sutin, faciliator
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Classified Ads are to be submitted by
Lakeridge Falls Residents only!
All American Handyman, Home Repair, Honeydo list, House Sitting, Free Estimates!
Call Donnie, LRF Resident at 941-320-3268

The Community Relations
Committee (CRC) wishes
to thank everyone for
their support of The Food Bank of Manatee. Due
to COVID-19 there are even more people struggling to feed their families.
We hope you will continue to support this program throughout the year by
placing your donations in the large yellow barrel in
the Clubhouse lobby.

LakeRidge Falls extends its sympathies to the
family and friends
of our neighbor:

Eileen Tennant
( her husband Jim survives at home)

Illona Schwoy

Only $1.00 per line, five line limit. Deadline is the
20th of each month. Call Andrea at 941-360-1046
ext #103

2nd Monday of
Each Month
BINGO
Cards/chips go on sale at 6:30 pm
Game starts at 7:00 pm in he
Grand Salon.
Mahjong
Every Wednesday at 1:00 pm
In the Activities Room.

Cherie Stifvater
Sociable Stitchers

Katherine Walsh

Every Friday from
10:00 am—12:00 pm
In the Activities Room.
All LRF Residents are welcome

Men’s Coffee Group
Every Tuesday at 10:00 am
in the Grand Salon.
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Continued on Page 12

Monday
8:00 am

Recurring Activities
Activity
Water Aerobics

Room
CD - Free

8:30 am

Bocce

Bocce Courts

10:00 am

Water Aerobics

CD - Free

1:00 pm

500 Bid

AR

Table Tennis

Multi-purpose

Tuesday
10:00 am

Activity
Water Aerobics

Room
Instructor - $4

10:00 am

Men’s Coffee Group

GS

1:00 pm

Bridge

AR

Table Tennis

Multi-purpose

3:00p m

1:30 pm
2:00 pm

Water Volleyball

Wednesday

Activity

Room

8:00 am

Water Aerobics

CD - Free

8:30 am

Bocce

Bocce Courts

9:00 am
9:30 am
10:00 am
1:00 pm
3:00 pm
Thursday
2:00 pm
3:00 pm
Friday
8:00 am

Ladies Chat
Table Tennis
Water Aerobics
Mahjong
Table Tennis
Activity
Water Volleyball
Table Tennis
Activity
Water Aerobics

Activities Rm
Multi-purpose
CD - Free
Activities Rm
Multi-purpose
Room

8:30 am

Bocce

Bocce Courts

10:00 am

Social Stitchers

Activities Rm

10:00 am

Water Aerobics

Instructor - $4

Multi-purpose
Room
CD - Free

Help Wanted
Ad Salesperson for Falls Forum
We need someone (or some persons) to fill Clark
McFall’s shoes in this important function. Clark has been
super dedicated for over 17 years. I’ve always referred to
him as our “Energizer Bunny” in obtaining ads. Clark
has decided to “hang it up”. He’s retiring from his postretirement volunteer job. You all see these ads in the Forum. Do you know that they actually create a positive
revenue stream for LakeRidge Falls? Ad income exceeds
our production costs. We need volunteer(s) to fill Clark’s
shoes to sell ads so we can continue the positive contribution to our budget. Clark will work with the new salesperson(s) to help orient them to his approach which has
been so successful. If interested, please let Andrea or me
know, and we’ll get the transition underway.
Thanks,
Dan DeRoner, Chair Community Relations
281.685.9932
danderoner@gmail.com

Please consider signing
up as a ‘Moderator’
for the annual
Veterans Day Event to
be held in November. All former LRF
veterans/spouses are
invited to speak as to their experiences.
Additional information to be forthcoming
in upcoming Falls’ Forums and Weekly Reminders. Please sign up on the sheet posted on the bulletin board in the rear of the
clubhouse.
Continued on Page 13
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Hurricane Season is Here - Again
Once again, the temperature and humidity are up which means summer is approaching and with it
comes Hurricane Season. What is not up is your time to prepare. As the coronavirus impacts
start to ease and we start moving back towards more normal activities, do not forget to keep
preparation for a potential hurricane or severe storm impact on your “to-do” list. You may still have some of those supplies
that you stashed away last year, but whether you have used them or even forgotten about them, it is time to take inventory,
refresh your stock and get ready in the event those supplies are needed. Update your plan and adjust it for this season’s circumstances. Review the LRF Hurricane Preparedness Manual and review the Manatee County Disaster Planning Guide – it
has been updated and copies of the revised guide should be available at the clubhouse. You can also view the Manual on the
LRF website under the Policies tab and the Manatee County Planning Guide plus much more emergency planning information
at: Publications - Manatee County (mymanatee.org)

Once again forecasts indicate that an above normal number of storms are expected this year. While an increased number of
storms does give a greater chance of an impact to our local area, even a season with only one storm would be a disaster if
that one storm hits you. So be ready. Make a plan. Consider holding a personal drill to see if your plan is adequate. Remember that Lakeridge Falls is not in an evacuation zone and it is not likely that flooding due to storm surge would be a hazard, but we still could be impacted by high winds and could potentially lose electricity. If loss of power would create a life
threatening condition, make sure you have alternative arrangements made. Your plan should include communications with
someone locally and someone outside the area who knows what you plan to do and if you plan to go somewhere else to ride
out the storm. Check with your neighbors to see what their plans are and let them know what you are going to do. Protect
important documents (ID’s, Insurance, Deeds, etc.) or be prepared to take them with you if you go someplace else during
the storm.
If you are leaving the area for the season, make sure you make provisions for the protection of your property before you
leave. Contract with a service or arrange for someone to put up storm shutters or otherwise secure your property. Put
away any outside items that may be blown away or blown into your neighbors’ homes in the event of high winds.
In the event that conditions require that the plan be activated, members of the hurricane preparedness team will be securing
the community facilities in advance of severe weather. If you are available and able to assist with putting away the pool furniture and other tasks, provide your contact information to Oded. We will contact you when preparation activities are scheduled - your help will be needed and is greatly appreciated. The Hurricane Preparedness Team, working together, is essential
to the successful response to a severe weather event. Let’s be prepared!

Continued on Page 14
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Contact an LRF resident for a ride to:
Doctors appointments, Grocery Store, Hair appointments, Sarasota Airport, Check on your
home while away.
Cost is $25 per hour. Ride to Tampa Airport $75
Contact: Ilene Stein @ 941-549-9577

To our advertisers
for supporting the
Falls Forum and
Residents Directory!

Please let them
know you saw
their ad!
Water Aerobics
Monday & Wednesday
8:00 am and 10:00 am CD free

Tuesday 10:00 am—Instructor $4
Friday 8:00 am—CD free
Friday 10:00 am—Instructor $4

(M - W - F) 8:30 am
MASKS APPRECIATED
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We LIVED in LRF - We KNOW LRF!
Call us to list your home - we will get it SOLD!

lroths3124@gmail.com

www.LiveSarasota.com

15%
new customer
discount
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4200 Lakeridge Blvd.
Sarasota, FL 34243

Tony Teresi,

Monday – Friday, 8:00am – 6:00pm

Felipe Carbonell, PT, DPT

5899 Whitfield Avenue—Suite 100
We Moved

We Moved

